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MOONLIGHTING 
A CURSE OR COMPLIMENT TO INDUSTRY? 

Moonlighting connotes employees taking up (any)   

other job/s in addition to regular employment. 

“Companies should not pin their employees and put a 

lid on their dreams.” Thiru. Rajeev Chandrasekhar,      

Union Minister of State for Skill Development and   

Entrepreneurship. 

Employees should be allowed to do what they want 

with no restrictions, subject to a contract agreement 

that cannot be violated, he said. 

“There is a shift in the workforce confidence and    

companies that recognize this will succeed. Everyone 

wants to monetize and create more value”, he added. 

Where many IT majors are against this system of 

practice of Moonlighting, CP Gurnani, CEO of Tech 

Mahindra, has backed moonlighting saying it is not a 

concern for his company and it might even bring a 

moonlighting policy. 
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Disclaimer 

The views and opinions    

expressed herein, are in no 

way to be considered legal or 

consultative advice. The    

expressed thoughts merely 

represent the           respective 

author’s opinion and for   

nformation purpose only. It 

cannot be treated as Legal 

Advice. Neither the Author 

nor HR Vidyalaya Corporate 

Services LLP makes any     

representation or warranties 

on the information published 
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Dear Sree, 

I am the AVP of a leading FMCG organiza-
tion. I have the vision of creating a culture 
of equity in my organization and I have also 
arranged for various  Anti-bias training pro-
grams for my employees.  Could you please 
let me know what can be done more to 
make sure the path towards equity is laid 
out                       
– Srinivasan  

Dear “The Insight” Readers,  
 

We have launched a new column “AskSree”, on   19th 
June 2022 and we are publishing 15h in the series, today.    

 

Organizational  Psychologist    
 

Gayathiri Sridharan  
 

uses Psychological Researches to answer your everyday        
dilemmas. She received her training from Loughborough      

University, UK.  
 

As an Organizational Development  Consultant with almost a 
decade of experience in various realms of Strategic Human 

Resource  Management, she is committed to help                     
organizations  maximize their effectiveness. 

 

Send your queries to    itsmegayathiri@gmail.com   

 

Solutions will be published in                                     
   

“The Insight” 
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Dear Srinivasan, 

Your Gender sensitive initiatives are highly appreciated. Almost all the Fortune 500 companies offer some form 
of Anti-bias training. However, hundreds of experiments suggest that bias training generally fails as they are not 
changing the behaviour.  

When it comes to behavioural change, training is often only a scene-setter. To bring complete change in                   
people’s behavior, organizations need to remodify or adjust its system towards equity culture. Say for example 
if a company is facing challenges with sales, it wouldn't respond by holding a series of  conversations about how 
much we all value sales and put on programming for "National Celebrate Sales Month" and expect sales to    
improve. But that's a lot is happening in many organization in the  diversity context.  

If we really want to tackle diversity effectively, we need to use the same tools businesses use to tackle any       
business problem -- Evidence & Metrics. Here, are the three Strategies from Diversity & inclusion Report of  
Deloitte to adjust system make it easier to tackle biases & create a more comprehensive & sustainable solution.   

Using data to pinpoint leaks in the talent lifecycle:  Organizations can look at the profiles of their employees 
from recruitment to retirement. This will provide a clear data  on inclusion experiences.  

Identifying &re-modeling vulnerable moments along the talent lifecycle: These are points within specific talent 
processes where decision-makers are more susceptible to bias: for example, when decisions are discretionary 
and not subject to review.  

Tracking the impact: Periodically review diversity and inclusion data on hiring promotion and appraisals records 
to assess the effectiveness of changes made.  

Reference:  https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/deloitte-review/issue-22/diversity-and-inclusion-at-work-eight-
powerful-truths.html 

Bezrukova, K., Spell, C. S., Perry, J. L., & Jehn, K. A. (2016). A meta-analytical integration of over 40 years of research on 

diversity training evaluation. Psychological bulletin, 142(11), 1227. 
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MOONLIGHTING 

Why so much Hue 

and Cry now? 

 

Where the practice 

of Moonlighting 

connotes the          

employees taking 

up other jobs in 

addition to regular 

employment, 

which was there 

exist in almost  

every company, 

earlier too.  

 

The practice that 

boomed due to   

WFH option,     

during the        

pandemic has     

become a growing 

concern in the IT 

industry.  

 

Tech companies        

worry that the 

practice might   

create  

 

 conflict of      

interests,  

 data security 

breaches, and  

 the company’s 

Intellectual 

Property (IP) 

and assets 

might be used 

(misused)  

OTHERSIDE OF MOONLIGHTING 

Where those CEO’s / MD’s / GM’s / Employer‘s, etc. are 
making impacts by terminating or issuing warnings for 
breach of Conduct, are they working for or representing 
for, only one Company? 
 

This is now a big question being asked by many in the  
Social Media. 
 

Commoners are arguing, that, only a Law abiding citizen, 
can have ‘every right’ to question others (while the other 
person is not abiding to the Law of the Land).  In the 
above case it is not….. 
 

Also, people are not agreeing to the absolute right (to 
take unprecedented decisions) of the few, who are at the 
helm of an Organization.  

   

Examples of Existing Moonlighting Practice  — Dual Employment, 

Double Employment, Hustle, Side Kick, Freelancing, Part-time or Free–

time employment,  etc.   (Name as you please)….. Many of the following 

listed professionals too, engage themselves in free-time job (or make 

free time and engage themselves)….. Can we say this too is compared to 

the current practice of Moonlighting….? 

1. Consulting Engineers / Legal Professionals / Accounting                

Professionals / HR Consultations / Payroll & GST professionals 

2. Directors on the Board  of a Company 

3. Doctors working in Government Hospitals / Any Doctor who is       

Practicies in multiple hospitals 

4. Physiotherapists & other Para-medical staffs, Teaching Professionals 

5. Insurance | Housing Loan | Financial agents | Real Estate broking | 

Unskilled/skilled worker become Drivers | Technical errand workers 

becoming Auto or Cab drivers 

6. Individual employees running commercial shops after duty hours 

7. Anyone who is having Passions other than the employment—Acting, 

Music, Writing, Discourses,  Dancing,  etc. 

8. And many more….. Where an individual is making a second income. 



 

   

Moonlighting in Employment, is it allowed?  If unofficial, is it Legal? 

(Reproduced from our Daily Alert—dated 14th February 2022) 

 

Meaning of Moonlighting in Employment:  It is practice of Second Job.  In the Past, it           
usually happened after office hours. But nowadays it is happening during work hours and 
the frequency of Extra Jobs have increased to as many, during WFH. 

Those days, most of the employees would be an “Insurance Agent”, doing canvassing in 
the office. Agency would have been taken in their name or spouse name.  Specific other 
extra jobs are: Textile supply business, house broking business, money lending business, 
household repairs like electrical, plumbing, carpentry, etc. 

Nowadays, it is pure Professional Consultation of Technology. It has increased                    
exponentially across all industries. When an employee is performing from official work-
place, it was limited to phone consultation, as other infrastructures are being monitored. 
Where the mobile was also monitored, the employee will carry a personal mobile to      
continue the business.  After WFH, where the employee is free to use the personal          
computers, this has eventually enhanced to the maximum. 

If an employee does more than one job, and get money unofficially for the 2nd and above, 
there was no issues.  Now, after WFH, companies are smart enough to deduct PF and In-
come Tax on such monies earned. 

 

Legality: 

 The Shop and Commercial Establishment does not prohibit. Actually, the Model Shop 
and Establishment Act, practiced in 3 States has legalized the “Part Time Jobs”. So            
under S&E Act, unless otherwise the Appointment Letter is strictly prohibiting “Extra 
Job”, it is no harm for the employee.  Exception to this is Delhi S&E Act, which prohibits. 

 The Factories Act (section 60), Prohibits dual employment.  Same is mentioned in      
Section 30 of OSH & WC Code. 

 PF and ESI, does not restrict remittances from as many registered establishments, in a 
particular month. 

 Under section 8 of schedule I-B of the Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Central 
Rules, 1946 states that a workman cannot by doing dual employment work against the 
interest of an industrial establishment. 

 Where TDS is deducted as Business Income (from the monies of extra job), the                      
individual assessee needs to know that the Income Tax Ward automatically changes 
from Salary Ward to Business Ward. 



 

 

HOW EMPLOYER CAN CHECK? 

  

How to check Double Employment in PF? (if the other    
company is not considering PF, this is not possible) 
 
 Go to PF Employer Portal 
 Under DASHBOARDS, Choose, 

 MEMBER SERVICE DETAILS 

 Enter MEMBER ID (or) Enter UAN 

 You can find the entire history of the Employee 
 Past history details, current employment details can be 

seen…. Notwithstanding, any other PF payments due to 
moonlighting, can also be seen) 

@ Form 26AS 
 Only Tax Assessee can view Form 26AS, which will carry details of income earned during the              

Financial Year 
 The details will be shared TAN number-wise (those companies or individuals who had deducted 

the Tax 
 But this viewing facility cannot be assessed by any other individual or company. 

@ Laptops provided by the employer 
 
 Use tools in the Laptop used by the employee, to monitor — app usage, site visits, screen 

recordings, time spent on tasks, & productive time  
 Monitoring softwares used by employers works by capturing keystrokes and screen-

shots, which can be later used to reconstruct your Gmail or Facebook session  
 Employers use tools to either monitor or do a spying….. Both are possible 
 Where monitoring is to check your productivity, Spying will be to check whatever you do 

with the Laptop 

 Where the employee is using his personal laptop or desktop, there is a remote chance to 
know the moonlighting activity 



 

   

MOON LIGHTING is NOT only for Money….. it can be for..  

PASSION 

(Music, Dance, Art,  Service, etc.) 

Legislation Prohibitory Condition of Dual Employment 

Factories Act and OSH Prohibits 

Other Labour                        

Legislations 

No Prohibition (Part-time work is allowed under                         

Maharashtra and Gujarat S&E Act 

Social Security Code Legalizes Gig Working 

How to Legally curtail 

the practice 

1. Specific clauses of Prohibition in CSO 

2. Specific Clauses prohibiting Dual employment during 

working with organization, in the Employment Contract 

3. Mutually agree on strict Non Compete Clauses 

4. Ensure employees take permission from Employer even 

for non-commercial freelancing | Honorarium works 

LEARNINGS / SKILL                

ENHANCEMENT 

With Multitasking in multiple 

projects 

MILLENNIALS 

Mostly do Moonlighting for 

that  Extra Income 

GEN Z 

Mostly do Moonlighting for Skill 

Enhancement / to Become an 

Entrepreneur 

Hence, it can be concluded that the Employer will NOT make hue and cry, if you are 

practicing MOONLIGHTING in, 

1. Unrelated Field (with no impact on Business or breach in Data security) 

2. With appropriate permission from HR/Management (permission will be granted 

only when your part-time is going to enhance your skills at full-time job and the 

establishment is going to gain out of such practice) 

3. Even if you are discretely doing, ensure it is for the right purpose—Money or               

Passion or Skill enhancement, etc…. Where it is not going to hamper the current 

employer business. 



 

   

 

HR Vidyalaya Corporate Services LLP is a Technological Partner to        

Greytip Software Pvt. Ltd. 
 

 

 

                                 For Providing INDIA PAYROLL 
 

Are you Perplexed with words Like 

 

Compliance  Reports  Timely  Cloud Based 

 

Accurate  Dedicated Support       IPA  ESS 
 

We will provide Timely and Qualitative Solution in Payroll 
 

 

 


